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WEAPONS AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2021 — DISALLOWANCE 
Motion 

Pursuant to standing order 67(3), the following motion by Hon Dr Brian Walker was moved pro forma on 
10 August 2021 — 

That the Weapons Amendment Regulations 2021 published in the Government Gazette on 2 July 2021 and 
tabled in the Legislative Council on 3 August 2021 under the Weapons Act 1999, be and are hereby disallowed. 

HON DR BRIAN WALKER (East Metropolitan) [2.10 pm]: I rise for what will be my first disallowance motion, 
fully aware that the numbers in the house make it almost impossible for this motion to be supported, but I feel 
compelled to do so for a number of reasons. I have to say straight up that the gel blaster issue is not about the good 
and the bad; it is basically a procedural issue that we are dealing with and how things should be done properly. 
I take no personal position on this issue, but I take on board that a lot of people have been contacting me to see 
whether this regulation can be disallowed because they have felt disenfranchised, not suitably respected and 
disrespected. I remind members that the Western Australia Police Force and the Minister for Police moved to ban, 
by regulation, a toy gun—the gel blaster. I was a little ahead of the curve and was warned by interested parties that 
this would happen, so I reached out to the Minister for Police and asked for a briefing. I got a response 10 weeks 
later. That was quite surprising. I am on record as having concerns about my staffing limitations. I think maybe 
I should redirect that concern to the minister. Maybe he needs more staff, because he had no time to deal with this. 
I found it quite disrespectful. Before members attempt to say that this was a COVID issue, it was well known 
beforehand, so I will not allow that excuse. It looks to me as though it just was not taken seriously enough, and that 
is another point of concern for me. If the minister is not going to be bothered about the concerns of a member of 
the Legislative Council, I would be quite concerned. Am I just an annoyance to the minister? This is another example 
of a lack of consultation and proper process. 
There are hundreds of gel blasters in WA and the people who use them say that they are harmless. There is an 
enthusiastic sports group and its members have been labelled as criminals. They have not even had the chance to 
sit down with the minister for him to listen to what they have to say. Even real criminals get their day in court, but 
the gel blaster community did not. They have this disallowance motion, but I do not think it will prove in their favour. 
I think we have issues with democracy and transparency as well. Had the minister sat down with them, they might 
have raised some of the following points. The WA Police Force argues that it had 147 call-outs to gel blaster incidents 
in 2020. I agree that that seems excessive and needs to be addressed. The gel blaster community is saying yes, but 
those incidents have not ever been verified. They have been stated but not verified. It turns out, as far as I am led to 
believe—I am happy to stand corrected—that these incidents were related to the very presence of declared illegal gel 
blasters and not to any incidents that occurred. I am aware of an incident reported in the news in which a gel blaster 
that mimics a real weapon was used in an attempted robbery. I can well understand why that might be cause for 
concern. However, there have been only three other incidents. I think we ought to be more circumspect about that. 
It is interesting to note that Queensland, with twice the population, had 10 gel blaster incidents in the first half of 
2021. The number of gel blasters in Queensland could easily be 100 times the number of gel blaster toys in WA, so 
why the disparity? The industry here—it is an industry—attracts players who are ready to part with their cash. The 
WA industry argues that the Queensland police have undertaken a proactive public education campaign to support 
the industry. I have a copy of the education campaign. When I find it, I would like to seek leave to table it. 
The proactive public education campaign hits all the right spots. It speaks of responsibility and informed 
decision-making and potential, but not mandatory, penalties for misuse rather than for being in possession of a gel 
blaster. They are all very sensible points, and it has been a very successful campaign, if the numbers are anything 
to go by. The local clubs tell me that they tried to convince WA police to take a similar educational approach, but 
to no avail. They tell me that it is like talking to a brick wall. I spoke to some police officers about that, and they 
agreed with the gel blaster users that the action taken in WA was inappropriate. I understand also that other police 
officers would have a different point of view, but this is something we ought to look at. Have we really done the 
best to look after some reasonable, sensible sports groups, or have we done the wrong thing by them? 
The local sports groups have said in their press comments that there is a concern about the possibility of gel blaster 
toys being converted into working firearms. That would seriously concern me, too. I think everyone here should be 
concerned if a toy can be converted into a real firearm. Let us see the proof of that. The National Shooting Council 
would not agree. It put in a freedom of information request to try to work out what evidence the police and the 
minister had to back up that claim. Members, there is no evidence. 
I will read into Hansard for the record a short paragraph of some findings released last week in a draft advisory to 
the federal Minister for Home Affairs, Hon Karen Andrews. The findings state — 
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The parts of gel blasters and airsoft firearms are interchangeable with each other and can be used to 
create workable firearms that fire propellent rounds. New information shows there is a correlation of 
risk between gel blasters and airsoft firearm. Airsoft firearms are prohibited from import by the 
Commonwealth Government. 

We are talking about a toy being converted into another toy. There is no correlation with real weapons. I am 
a weapons user. I have a .22 and a .23, and I enjoy shooting targets and have been trained to shoot at humans, although 
I have missed them all so far! We are not talking about a toy being transformed into that which I would use as 
a weapon. It could be that the WA police are clutching at straws. It would be nice if the minister had sat down with 
either the industry or me, because he might have judged the matter better, but he did not do either. 
However, I will agree with the minister on one issue, and it is the very serious point about someone who walks around 
in public with a firearm, whether it is real or a replica, such as a gel blaster, an airsoft rifle or a spud gun, if anyone 
remembers those. Anyone who carries a weapon in a threatening manner and tries to rob a store, whether the weapon 
is real or a replica, and who fails to put down the weapon when the police demand they do so, should expect to be 
dealt with as though they had a real weapon. I see no reason why they should commit a crime armed with an item 
that may be a weapon and not expect to be dealt with as though they were serious. To get shot and claim that the 
police ought to have known that it was a toy is completely inappropriate. People must be responsible for their actions. 
I quite agree with the police minister. There are no ifs or buts: if someone fails to comply with a police command 
to drop a weapon, they ought to expect the police to take them seriously. I am not going to defend any other action. 
But I am also not going to stand here and accept the overreach and excess of what has happened to these gel blasters. 
I have not touched yet upon the content of the Minister for Police’s somewhat slow response, so I will do that now. 
He spent two paragraphs reminding me that the law is Queensland is not the law here in Western Australia. Um—
I do not recall suggesting it was. However, he added — 

In Western Australia, to be defined as a firearm, a weapon only has to be capable of discharging or 
propelling any type of missile, shot or projectile. 

By that definition, an elastic band that has been put around a bit of bent up paper would be defined as a weapon—
a firearm. This is complete overreach. That is the definition, and it is an unacceptable definition. 
We then get to the crux of the matter, the WA Police Force advice to the minister. WA police says gel blasters 
should be banned for the following reasons. The first is that they can be mistaken for lethal weapons by community 
members and police officers. I quite agree. Yes, they can. As I said earlier, if we are going to treat this weapon like 
a real weapon, a person carrying it should be treated as though they were carrying a real weapon, no ifs or buts. I do 
not expect police officers in the line of duty to put themselves at risk of being shot by criminals. They can take 
action as they need to deal with the problem. I have no time at all for people who stand posing with a fake weapon 
and then demand at the end of that to be held unaccountable and be treated as though they were carrying a toy. In 
fact, I saw recently, in America of all places, that there is a cover for a gun that is designed to make it look like Lego 
bricks. People can a walk into a store with a real gun that is covered to look like Lego bricks. I have serious problems 
with that, too. That should be banned. 
The second point made by WA police is that gel blasters can be converted to create workable firearms. I am not 
sure about the parliamentary language I am allowed to use. “Lying” probably is not the correct word—an “erroneous” 
understanding would probably be a more fit word. Gel blasters cannot be converted to create a workable firearm 
that would project bullet. They can be converted only to another toy. 
The third reason put by WA police is that someone who was wielding a gel blaster could be shot by police responding 
to an incident. Yes, they could—absolutely they could. I remember here, for those who are not as old as I am, Life of 
Brian. That is a wonderful film. I love the name. There is a beautiful scene in that film, if members recall, where the 
terrorists were going to invade the home of the Qantas pilot, kidnap his wife to meet their demand to free Palestine, 
and chop her into pieces bit by bit if their demand was not met. The final part was, “and it will all be your fault”. 
That film is as important today as it was in 1979. This is another example of that. Someone wielding a gel blaster 
could be shot by police responding to an incident—and they would deserve it. If a person is threatening someone 
with a weapon, even if it is a gel blaster, they deserve to be shot, and it would not be the police’s fault; it would 
be their fault. 
I promised the Leader of the House that I would not speak at length. I have covered the main issues I want to address. 
The need for this debate could have been avoided if we had treated this a bit differently, with a bit of tact and a bit 
of consultation. We are dealing here with a toy, not with a firearm. I have full respect for WA police, but in this 
particular case WA police could have taken a different path to managing this. There are police officers who would 
agree with me, and there are those who would disagree with me. I would suggest we should have followed the 
example of the police in Queensland, who prefer to educate rather than dictate. 
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Thirdly, everyone involved in this has showed a kneejerk reaction, from the Minister for Police down, by refusing 
from the outset to engage with stakeholders. When taken in combination, we could call it Keystone Cops. I would 
prefer to describe it as something more dictatorial and more of a “Let’s solve the problem with a quick expedient ban; 
no-one is going to complain much.” I am complaining. The users are complaining. It is not serving a community 
of people who are using a toy, with great effect and great pleasure for themselves, and with no harm to others, and 
who are now being declared criminals. I think this is inappropriate. I would ask that the disallowance be granted. 
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon Peter Foster): Just before I call the next speaker, Hon Dr Brian Walker, are 
you tabling that document? 
Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER: Yes; it is tabled. 
The ACTING PRESIDENT: Thank you. 
[See paper 794.] 
HON ALANNAH MacTIERNAN (South West — Minister for Regional Development) [2.24 pm]: I thank 
Hon Dr Brian Walker for bringing this forward, but we are not going to support the disallowance. We gave very 
careful consideration to this matter before we made the decision to introduce the regulations. We are very determined 
that this is in fact the right course of action and that it is indeed necessary to protect community safety. 
Although I acknowledge that there are people in the community who are unhappy, and that the member is suggesting 
that there are certain police officers who do not support this particular provision, we have received a line of advice 
from the Commissioner of Police. This has been very much something that has been initiated by the police. 
WA Police Force has put to our government and to the then Minister for Police a very plausible case for why gel 
blasters need to be banned as a matter of public safety. 
I will read from the notes that have been provided to me by the Minister for Police. It states — 

There have been a number of incidents in the community where gel blasters have been used during robberies, 
assaults, domestic violence offences, and being armed in a way to cause fear. 

That is happening. This has not been made up. It continues — 
They have also been connected to drug seizures and during bail and VRO breaches. Between 2017 and 2020 
there were 1,559 call-outs for Police to attend incidents that involved Gel Blasters, with 147 active shooter 
incidents in 2020. 

I find it unbelievable that the member who moved this disallowance is suggesting that this is not a live issue and that 
there are no statistics to support it. The member has said that he agrees that if the police say to a person, “Put down 
your gel blaster”, they should be required to put it down. But people do not generally ring up the police before they 
engage in a robbery, assault or domestic violence offence. The police are not there to get those people to put down 
their gel blaster. Clearly, these gel blasters are being used as an instrument of intimidation. We are not suggesting 
that every person who has a gel blaster and all those members of the community who use gel blasters are up to no 
good. But the reality is that we have a problem, and that these weapons—these toys—are being used in this way. 
There is a lack of clarity elsewhere. We have taken a step to provide legislative clarity around these articles and to 
prioritise community safety. 
The advice goes on to say that since the prohibition came into effect, WA police have seized over 1 700 items — 

These were mostly weapons, parts and ammunition, and almost 200 of these items seized related to offences 
including assault with intent to rob, going armed to cause fear, and possessing a weapon in company with 
drugs, conspiracy to commit and offence, assault a public officer and breach of bail. 

Quite clearly, this is happening out there in the community. Although there are some good people, nevertheless, 
these gel blasters are being used in a way that is making it harder to successfully police and their use is generating 
crime. It is not surprising that the police were strongly of the view and sought our approval to legislate by way of 
subsidiary legislation against these matters. It continues — 

… the Government has considered the potential for injury that these weapons can cause, particularly 
to children. 

As well as the problem of these gel blasters being used to facilitate the commission of crimes, these weapons have 
the potential to cause injury. It continues — 

New generation Gel Blasters sold in Australia are reported to fire projectiles at a velocity in excess of 
395 feet per second. To put this into context, this exceeds the speed at which an arrow fired from 
a compound bow travels. 

We know the level of injury that can create. Physics and human anatomy, of which the member is well aware, tells 
us that these weapons can inflict significant harm. It continues — 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110794c81c5afe8c554df354825876f0009528c/$file/tp-794.pdf
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A report by the Director of Ophthalmology at the Queensland Children’s Hospital, referred to eight incidents 
of children presenting in Emergency as a result of injuries caused by gel blasters within a six-month period. 
The report warns of the serious impact of gel ‘bullets’ on the eye, and some patients can be left with an 
increased risk of developing secondary conditions … 
It is difficult for members of the community and for Police to distinguish between … a real firearm and 
what is a Gel Blaster … 

We think that the evidence is clearly showing that not only is there a risk of injury, but these gel blasters are being 
used to facilitate the commission of crimes. There are some very interesting examples of how these items have been 
causing real fear and damage, including — 

1. In December 2020, Police attended an incident in Osborne Park where a male suspect blocked 
some people leaving work with his … vehicle. The suspect produced a handgun and started firing 
at their vehicle with projectiles hitting the car. The handgun was later identified as a gel blaster. 

2. In another incident in December last year, Police were called to Ellenbrook where a group of males 
were seen running into bushland with rifles wearing hoodies and masks. Police attended the scene 
and apprehended the group. Their vehicles were searched and it was confirmed that the weapons the 
group had were gel blasters. The gel blasters were extremely realistic and resembled actual firearms. 

3. … in January this year, Police attended an incident in Stirling where a man was suffering from 
paranoia and serious mental health problems. The man was armed with firearms and knives, and 
had made several threats about ending his life. Officers attended the address to conduct a welfare 
check, and as they approached the house, observed the man behind the front door glass panel 
pointing what appeared to be an AK type rifle at Police. The man threatened Police, ordering them 
to back-off, and claimed that he had two semi-automatic rifles. 

 The TRG were called to attend the property, and after a period of time the man eventually left 
the house and surrendered to Police. 

A search of the premises revealed that the guns that resembled the AR15 and AK military-style rifles were gel blasters. 
We can imagine the risk that this poses. If an individual points a very realistic weapon at the police, the police 
need to respond to protect their lives. They might subsequently find that was a gel blaster, but they may have acted 
quite properly with lethal force to protect themselves. It continues — 

4. In April, a male suspect held up a pharmacy stating that he had a bomb, a gun and a knife in his 
backpack. He told the pharmacist he wanted to end his life through “suicide by cop”. 

Apparently that is a thing — 
 TRG negotiators attended the pharmacy and the holdup eventually ended. 

The weapon that the man used to threaten the pharmacist was subsequently found to be a gel blaster. It continues — 
5. Most recently … two men — 

Appeared — 
to shoot towards people outside the Coolup roadhouse. Through CCTV footage, staff from the 
roadhouse witnessed one man loading something into the bottom of what looked like to be a rifle. 
The roadhouse staff immediately locked the store and went to the back-room, fearing that the 
armed man may enter. 
Police were called and the men were found to be in possession of a gel blaster. The men were 
arrested and charged with being armed in a way that may cause fear … 

Gel Blasters do not currently meet the definition of a ‘firearm’ under the Customs (Prohibited Imports) 
Regulations 1956. The Australian Border Force currently requires that states and territories advise whether 
Gel Blasters may be imported into the jurisdiction. Before these regulations were enacted, there was some 
ambiguity as to whether Gel Blasters fit the definition of a ‘firearm’ under the Firearms Act. 
Community and officer safety is at the forefront of Gel Blaster legislation. 

Although we do not want to limit people’s engagement in harmless fun, the risk to community safety is clearly too 
high here, as we have outlined in those clauses. It continues — 

The inclusion of Gel Blasters as a prohibited weapon under the Weapons Regulations excludes these 
articles from the definition of a ‘firearm’ and creates clarity that they are prohibited in Western Australia. 

As I understand this, we are not defining them as a firearm but we are describing them as a prohibited weapon 
under the weapons regulations. It continues — 
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In order to reduce the risk of harm, enhance community safety and provide clarity about the law, it is 
now an offence for a person to bring or send a Gel Blaster into Western Australia, or for the person to 
carry, possess, purchase, sell, supply or manufacture a Gel Blaster. The penalty for this offence under the 
Weapons Act is imprisonment for 3 years and a fine of $36,000. 
I … note that Gel Blasters are being treated differently to paintball guns as the hopper on top of a paintball 
gun does not allow them to be mistaken for a real firearm. Gel Blasters mimic the action and appearance 
of Category D firearms and handguns, and both Police and the Government do not want these war games 
being played out in the community and creating fear who ordinary people who may believe the weapons 
are real firearms.  
… 
Before these regulations were enacted, the WA Police Force consulted with Gel Blaster owners and 
persons representing groups involved in Gel Blaster activities including the Chairperson of the WA Airsoft 
and Gel Ball Club Inc. WA Police also consulted with other states and jurisdictions in relation to the control 
of Gel Blasters, and it was determined that the prohibition of Gel Blasters was considered the most effective 
long-term approach to removing the risk to police and the community. 
As a part of this process prior to his decision on amending the Regulations, the Minister for Police also 
met with representatives of the WA Airsoft and Gel Ball Club Inc. 
… 
As Gel Blasters were never explicitly legal in Western Australia, there will not be compensation offered 
for anyone who purchased Gel Blasters before the ban was introduced. 

I think this is a very serious matter. Quite clearly, these weapons not only have the potential to be used, but also 
have been used to aid violent behaviours, and we need to reduce the risk to our community safety. 
HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan) [2.41 pm]: I stand on behalf of the Liberal–National alliance to 
make some comments on the disallowance motion. I thank Hon Dr Brian Walker for bringing the motion to the 
chamber. Considering he stood and said that he did not have a view on gel blasters, he pretty much dispelled that 
myth! Having said that, I take on board the honourable member’s comments. 
I would like to make a couple of comments. There are two issues here. The first is the process. With that in mind, 
I imagine over the last few months everyone in this chamber has been inundated with emails from the gel blaster 
community. Certainly, members on this side of the chamber have. 
Several members interjected. 
Hon PETER COLLIER: Really—only a couple. I have had heaps and heaps of them. I suggest that they may 
have targeted non-government members. 

Hon Darren West: I got blasted with emails! 

Hon PETER COLLIER: Well, they have been very selective about government members. 

I do not want to take up too much of the house’s time, suffice to say, from communication with those members 
the one issue that stands out as profoundly deficient in this whole debate is the process by which this decision was 
made; that is, the community feels it was completely disenfranchised from the decision-making process. It was not 
consulted at all prior to decision being made. That is definite; that is a fact. I have had communications with the 
minister, and the minister spoke with one particular group, but that was more an information-giving session rather 
than an information-gaining session. Therefore, I have a degree of sympathy for the gel blaster community and 
understand that people feel that the activity that they have engaged in for a period of time has been cut from them. 
The carpet has been ripped out from under their feet and they feel that they did not have an opportunity to value-add 
to the debate and the decision was made for them. I take that on board and it probably could be a lesson for not just 
this minister, but also the government. When the government is dealing with a particular cohort of people, as we 
all know, unless it wants to suffer the consequences following the decision—inevitably there will be people opposed 
to any government decision—it needs to bring the community along with it and at least give people an opportunity 
to make some sort of comment prior to that decision being made. In this instance—I think I am on very safe ground 
with this—the gel blaster community feels that no consultation or communication took place, and that is why 
people feel so disaffected. 

That is one issue. The second issue, of course, is the issue itself. The minister went through a number of examples 
of when gel blasters have been used for criminal activity. That is quite clear. It is a fact, and I will get to that in 
a moment. The mechanics of the issue are that historically the Australian Border Force regulations have always 
determined that gel blasters are imitation firearms. Because they were classed as imitation firearms, they were 
forbidden. In 2017, the Brisbane Magistrates Court allowed them in Brisbane. The court ruled that in Queensland 
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gel blasters were not firearms. What happened next was that gel blasters from Queensland were imported into 
Western Australia. That is how they did it, even though, at the national level, they were illegal. 

Following the Queensland decision on 22 December 2017, Australian Border Force issued a notice that stated — 

Where these devices resemble a real firearm, they will be classified as an imitation of a firearm under the 
Regulations. Police Certification issued by state and territory police firearm registries is required to import 
an imitation of a firearm. 

Following the Magistrates Court decision and the Australian Border Force notice, gel blasters were still imported 
into Queensland and then to WA, but the Western Australia Police Force did not provide certification for the gel 
blasters in WA. In fact, the importation of gel blasters from Queensland to Western Australia is illegal; we just need 
to clarify that. I think the gel blaster community acknowledges that but wants to find a way through it. That is what 
it was hoping for. 

I will not relay information about the Western Australia Police Force’s very, very emphatic concerns about gel 
blasters because I think the minister did that quite comprehensively. I will not repeat a lot of the information she 
went through. Suffice to say, by coincidence I had a briefing with the Commissioner of Police and several other 
police when this issue was at its height and they were emphatic that gel blasters be deemed illegal. They said that 
they are dangerous and, more than that, they have been used in a number of instances of illegal activity. Far be it 
for me as shadow Minister for Police to go against what the police want. I have taken them at their word; they 
were quite emphatic to me that they want clarified that gel blasters are illegal. Having said that, police obviously 
spoke with the government. On 14 June 2021, in response to Western Australia Police Force’s request, the Minister 
for Police announced the amendments that would deem gel blasters to be a prohibited weapon under regulations 
made pursuant to the Weapons Act 1999. The classification of gel blasters as prohibited weapons came into effect on 
3 July 2021. An amnesty was offered so that gel blasters could be surrendered, and that is where we are at the moment. 

The effect of this disallowance would be to ensure that gel blasters continue to be used. As far as the Liberal–National 
alliance is concerned, we heed the concerns of police and we understand the disenfranchisement of the gel blaster 
community because of the lack of consultation, but we will not be supporting the disallowance. We are doing that 
because we understand and acknowledge the fact that gel blasters have been used for criminal activity and continue 
to be illegal. They have always been illegal. It was as a direct result of the decision made in Queensland in 2017 that 
they have been imported into Western Australia, but they have always been imported illegally. For those reasons, 
the Liberal–National alliance will not be supporting the disallowance motion. 

HON JAMES HAYWARD (South West) [2.48 pm]: I will not take up much of the house’s time today, but I want 
to say that I have met some of the groups in Albany and I have been inundated with emails and contacts at my 
office as well. I think they estimated there are about 240-odd users of gel blasters in an organised group in Albany 
and around 2 000-odd members, as I understand, in the Perth cohort. In the scheme of things, it may not be a lot 
of people, but some of these people, who were mostly males, talked to me about how they used these activities to 
help with their own mental health and bits and pieces, and how it was important to them. I accept that this activity 
was important to them. I certainly thank the honourable member for bringing this motion to the house. Although 
the motion will not be supported and will fail, it has at least given us an opportunity to air these concerns and to 
make sure that the government understands that when it makes these decisions, it has a responsibility to communicate 
to these people. The minister spoke quite well and outlined a number of incidents that I do not think were previously 
on the public record. They may have been reported, but in her response the minister outlined quite a comprehensive 
list of crimes that had been committed that were certainly part of the driving force for this. I do not think that the 
gel blaster community understands that, because I do not think people took the time to take them on the journey. 
I would have liked to have supported the community; however, it was certainly pointed out to me in a briefing that 
these items were always illegal and, on that basis, there was no way to be able to fight for this disallowance. Having 
said that, I urge the government to think about whether there is any potential for some kind of registration in the 
future. Obviously, what has been done has now been done, but there may perhaps be a way forward with some more 
organised activities. The activities that the minister spoke about are already illegal. It is my understanding that all 
someone needs do is say that they have a weapon in their vehicle to commit the offence of going armed in public, 
even if they do not in fact have a weapon. There are laws that already deal with those matters. 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: The laws deal with them, member, but the presence of these things actually facilitates 
the crime. 
Hon JAMES HAYWARD: I understand that. Also, the relative availability and low cost of the items potentially 
make it easier for people with the wrong intentions to get hold of them. I understand what the minister is saying. 
All I am saying is that this community of people was overlooked and not taken on the journey. I think the government 
should do better in terms of that in the future. 
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Another thing might be worth thinking about. I know that there will be no buyback scheme. These items are often 
not that expensive—they certainly cost less than a conventional or actual firearm—but, with the good grace of the 
government, there may be an opportunity to provide some kind of incentive for these organised groups to perhaps 
move to a different format, such as paintballing. Perhaps the government could find an opportunity to provide a small 
incentive to those people to be able to do that, such as meeting them halfway, following the experience they have 
had. I will leave my comments there. I encourage the government to do the best it can to listen to these people and 
give them some kind of pathway forward. 
Question put and negatived. 
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